BRIEF INTRODUCTION
Qidong Economic Development Zone is one of the first provincial zones in Jiangsu. It’s also a key
coastal zone. It has an total programming area of 102 km2, including a central park and three
industrial parks (Binhai Industrial Park, Binjiang Chemical Park and North Town Industrial Park).
Close to downtown of Qidong, the central park has a constructed area of 25 km2, consisting of
several subsidy parks.
At the end of 11th 5-year-plan, the gross industrial product of the zone is 5 million yuan. In 2006,
it was listed the 2nd in the most investment-potential zones in Yangtze delta. In 2007, it ranked 10th
in Jiangsu top 20 provincial zones.
QIDONG LOCATON IN YANGTZE DELTA

TRANSPORTATION CONDITION
Qidong Economic Development Zone enjoys excellent transportation conditions.
A Great Passage----Hu-Chong-Qi Great Passage. The under-constructing passage, including two
bridges and a tunnel, will bring Qidong into one hour economic circle of Shanghai and make

Qidong the hinge of Shanghai-Xi’an express way. After completion, it takes only 30 minutes from
Qidong to Waigaoqiao Port of Shanghai, and 45 minutes to Pudong Airport.
DESIGN SKECH OF CHONG-QI BRIDGE, part of Shanghai-Xi’an National express way

Two Ports----Shanghai Port and Nantong Port. Containers can be exported to all over the world
through these two ports. It drives 150km now from Qidong to Shanghai Port now, while it will be
shortened to 62km after completion of the passage; 70km to Nantong Port which is the biggest
in North Yangtze river. Compared with other cities in Yangtze delta, Qidong enjoys obvious
advantage in efficiency and transportation cost of container export.
Three Airports----Shanghai Pudong International Airport, Shanghai Hongqiao Airport and
Nantong Xingdong Airport. One hour is needed from Qidong to these airports after the completion
of Hu-Chong-Qi Great Passage.
Four Expressways----by coastal expressway, it takes 15 hours, 6 hours and 13 hours respectively
from Qidong to Shenzhen, Qingdao and Dalian; by Jinghu expressway, 10 hours are needed to
Beijing; 8 hours to Wuhan and 3 hours to Nanjing.
INDUSTRY
Over 15 years’ development, the zone now has solid industrial foundation and attracts over 500
enterprises. The zone is committed to develop six industries: precision mechanics, electronic
communication, auto parts, bio-medicine, new power sources and modern textile. It aims to build
a high level economic platform with distinctive characteristics and strong comprehensive
competitiveness. It has attracted investments from more than 20 countries and regions like
America, Japan, Indonesia, Singapore, Australia, Britain, Korea, Norway, Canada, Hong Kong and

Taiwan. A number of business giants of large scale, high efficiency and technology like Linyang
solar-fun Co., Ltd, Mubai Communication Co., Ltd, Trade Union Auto Component Co., Ltd,
Huatai Ceramics Co., Ltd, Highstar Battery Co., Ltd, Riran Industry Co., Ltd, Gaitianli Medicines
Co., Ltd, Yessamin Health Products Co., Ltd have sprung up here.
INFRASTRUCTURE
The central park locates in the west of Qidong city and 25 km2 of it has been well constructed. 3
billion yuan has been spent on infrastructure construction like road, electricity, water and gas
supply, drainage of waste, communication and wideband. There is a standard factory building
zone in the park. The floor area of a single standard factory building is between 1500 and 7000
km2. It is equipped with office and dormitory building and is suitable for industries of mechanics,
electronics, textile and food processing. The building is both for leasing and selling according to
the investment requirement.
Qidong Economic Zone also supplies investors with such satisfied living and working
environment as 5-star hotel, business and trade centers, recreation centers, urban clubs, golf
practice field, graceful villas, vocational schools and state-level middle school.
SERVICE ENVIRONMENT
Within Qidong Economic Development Zone there sets up the municipal administrative service
center, customhouse and inspection bureau, all of which can offer investors service of high
efficiency and convenience. Bearing the notion of “Being industrious, practical, high efficient and
making investors safe, comfortable and rich”, the zone devotes to establishing honesty and
trustworthy service environment of all-direction and whole course. Our service tenet is to actively
undertake project procedures for investors and give them guidance evermore, and to elaborately
establish easy, secure and normative investment environment so as to make investors feel happy,
satisfied and secure wherever and whenever.
Administrative Service Center----it offers the investors services of one stop and whole process and
assist the enterprises in the procedures of project application and license. After all the documents
are offered, the whole procedure can be taken within 3 to 5 work days.
Foreign Investment Service Center----it offers foreign investors policy consultant, helps investors
on difficulty solution and offers investors baby-sitter-like services.
Economic Environment Inspection Center----it mainly inspects the job of all governmental organ
and protects the right of investors. According to relevant regulation, without municipal approval,
no organization or person is allowed to inspect and charge fee from foreign enterprises in any
excuses (including fire fighting and epidemic prevention). Otherwise, the enterprise can raise a
report to EEIC. Once proved, relevant unit or person will be punished.
Customhouse in Qidong is awarded National Star Customhouse and offers 24-hour service.
Against declaration in Qidong, goods can be exported directly through Shanghai Port and Nantong
Port.

